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VOL. II.
IFlotes.

The proposed "reformed" Criminal Code introduced in
the Austrian parliament, is really a servile imitation (in
a great, many sections an exact copy) of the Criminal
Code of Germany.
Does not Austria possess any able
lawyers of her own?
Oh yes, it does, but they live in
Bohemia.
*

.

*

*

Dr. Edward Gr£gr made a bitter attack upon the
"coalition'' in his recent speech in the Reicbsratli. The
Polish deputies who form the kolo polskie a nd support the
coalition against their brethren, the Chekhs, Dr. Grdgr
denounced as not being in any sense representatives of
the Polish people, and the Polish journal, Kuryer Lwowski,
admits that to be true.
Like the Germans, the Poles,
too, are favored by the unjust electoral law.
*
*

-x-

"Slav and Moslem," by J. Milliken Napier Brodhead,
published by the Aiken Publishing Co., at Aiken, S. C.,
is a series of historical sketches, in which the author dis
cusses Russia's origin and civilization, Tartar domination,
serfdom, the Romanovs and the revolutionary movement,
Russia in Asia, the Afghan question, Turco-Russian wars,
Alexander III. and consolidation and other kindred topics.
*

*

*

A correspondent calls our attention to an article in the
April Scribner's entitled "The Bowery and Bohemia."
The Bohemians whose daily life Mr. Brunner pictures in
that article, have not one drop of Slavonic blood in their
veins—they are merely adventurers, litterateurs of irregu
lar habits and light purses, who are sometimes called
"Bohemians." We have spoken of this appellation in our
article on "The Three Bohemias." (See the VOICE for
April.

*

*
*

Bohemian Legends and other poems is the title of a pub
lication,which, as we are informed,was just issued by Wm.
Alden & Co., 57 Rose St., N. Y. It is a collection of
poems of some of the most popular Bohemian poets, like
Erben, Jablonsky, Celakovsky, Snaidr, Crha, OermJk,
Machacek, Rieger, Hejduk, Sl&dek, Svatopluk 6ech
Neruda, Vrchlick#, translated by Mrs. F. P. Kopta of
Podmok, Bohemia.
The translator is an American lady
who was married to hpr husband in this country and ac
companied him to his native land. She became an ardent
student of the Bohemian language and has translated a
large number of short poems, some of which appeared in
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the past in the Pokrok Zdpaclu, Slavie and other papers,
A few years ago a selection of her translations and also
some of her own poems were published in a book, but the
same was confiscated by the Austrian government, for the
alleged insult of the reigning family,contained in her poem
"To the memory of 47 p atriots" (executed in Prague after
the battle of Bi'E Ilora, June 21st, 1621.) The alleged in
sult was found in the line: "A noble people made a tyr
ant's slave." The new collection, we are told, is much
larger than the previous one and is sold for 25cts. in paper
cover and 56 cts. in cloth.
* * *

A genuine Bohemian village will be one of the many
attractions of the proposed ethnological exhibition at
Prague.
The "public square" in the center will contain
a small pond, the village blacksmith's shop, and the inev
itable statue of the fictitious St. John of Nepomuk. The
square will be surrounded by huts, cottages and the other
forms of the peasant habitations,faithfully patterned after
such structures, as bear the unmistakable marks of Bo
hemian style.
Both the exterior and interior of the cot
tages will represent faithful imitations of genuine build
ings.
Each hut will have its garden with flowers aud
plants peculiar to the respective district, so that the illu
sion will be perfect.
An interesting Wallachian (Morav
ian) cottage will be built separately. A portion of ancient
Prague will also be reproduced, including a part of the
Little Square of the old town and the adjoining buildings
as they appeared in the sixteenth century.
*

*

*

Franz Schmeykal, a sworn enemy of Bohemian inde
I end ence, who had for thirty years been the leader of the
German minority in Bohemia, died at Prague on the fifth
of April. His death is a severe loss to his partisans, for
Schmeykal was as an excellent dipomat, who succeeded
in keeping in line all the discordant elements of his party
even at the most critical times. He was a champion of
German supremacy in Bohemia, always ready and willing
to thwart the efforts made by the Bohemians to secure
autonomy, and his struggle against Bohemian home rule
was marked by a zeal worthy of a better cause. Schmey
kal was born at 6esk& Lipa (Bohmiscli Leipa), December
3rd, 1826, studied law at Prague, and became doctor of
laws in 1851. In 1861 h e was elected deputy to the land
diet and has been repeatedly re-elected.
By a curious
irony of fate, he, a sworn enemy of the Chekhs, bore a
Chehk name, his chief opponents among the Chekhs,
Rieger and Gr^gr, bearing German names.
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OUR, FOREIGN FRIENDS.

In the present struggle of Bohemia to secure
independence and homerule, some of the Bohem
ian statesmen appear to lay stress upon the alleged
sympathies of the two great European powers,
Russia and France.
We are not as sanguine as
our countrymen of th e above mentioned type, and
shall attempt to examine the alleged friendship in
the light of histo ry, both past and present.
It is true, no doubt, that the Russian people
are well aware of the fact that they are not only
Russians, b ut Slavs as well, an d that the Russian
government does perhaps realize that it has a
Slavonic mission to perform. The late Russian
war which liberated Bulgaria, was not merely
dictated by the desire of reaching the shores of
the Mediterranean, but demanded by public sen
timent: The people went to war to liberate their
Slavonic brethren. "It is a Slavonic cause t hat we
espouse," czar Alexander declared in Moscow—
the first tim e t hat a Russian czar uttered words of
like import. And yet what are the results of the
great war ?
Russia cannot undertake any extensive Panslav-

istic action as long as Poland remains unreconciled.
Russia may have a mission in t he South, the great
Slavonic South, liberated by Russian blood—but
as for the West, there a deep gulf separates the
two countries, Bohemia and Russia. Ever since
1807, and notedly since the Congress of Vienna,
(181 5), the Russian rulers have attempted to bring
all Poland into a "personal union" with Russia;
Alexander I. gave his shares of Poland a liberal
constitution; in 1862 an other effort was made to
reconcile Poland under W ielopolski—but all th ese
attempts were in vai n.
It is in the interest of
Germany that a friendly Russo-Polish union
should never be formed, and German statesmen
have thus far been very successful in nourishing
Poland's h atred of R ussia.
Even if a reconcilia tion of these two greatest
Slavonic nations should take place to-morrow, it
would by no m eans follow, that apolitical union of
all the Slavs would be accomplished at once.
History is too slow for that, "United Italy", a
dream of D ante in the XIV century (see his work
De Monarchia) United Italy which Petrarca im
periously d emanded in his celebrated canzona "To
the Italian Nobility"—continued to be a dream for
six centuries, and became a reality only a few de 
cades ago.
In 1871 th e Bohemians came very near securing
a substantial recognition of th eir historical rights,
the central government was wi lling to grant their
demands of home-rule, as formulated in the fam
ous "Fundamental Articles," the emperor express
ed his willingness in the memorable rescript of
September 12th, 1871,—and yet all negotiations
were frustrated by the intervention of foreign
powers, Russia, Slavonic Russia, being one of those
opposed to independent Bohemia. And when a
Bohemian journal openly charged the Russian
minister Novikov as having been instrumental in
bringing about the defeat of the Fundamental
Articles, the Brussels Nord, the official organ of
the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs did
not deny the charge, but merely assured the
Bohemians, that "the negotiations would be re
sumed sooner o r latter" (1' action sera reprise tot
ou tard).
Russia was evidently afraid of ano ther
Polish revolution if the Bohemians should have been
successful.
Judging by the past, we c annot, in t he light of
these events, expect any interference of Russ ia in
favor of Bohemian home-rule, and the most we
can hope for, is a passive fr iendship, that is, we
may expect that Russia will never permit Germany
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to absorb Bohemia, because in that event, the
Germans would obtain supremacy in Middle
Europe, to the prejudice of Russia. The question
of bal ance of powe r in Middle Europe is of the
greatest importance to Russia. Twice has the
kingdom of Bo hemia been involved in a struggle
of Ge rmany against popedom for supremacy, the
first tim e, under Pfemysl Otokar I., B ohemia was
a powerful factor in the strife of the Guelfs an d
the Ghibellini, and the small principality developed
into a powerful kingdom; the second time, in t he
Thirty Years' war, Bohemia succumbed, first, be
cause it began the universal war, and secondly,
because Spain, the greatest power of contempor
ary Europe, was on the side of Bohemia's enemies.
Yet in neither case did Bohemia become a Ger
man province; on the contrary, it preserved its
existence as a state with a certain measure of in
dependence. Should Bohemia succumb in any
future war, R ussia would surely lose its prestige.
When Frederic the Prussian attempted to crush
Austria in t he eighteenth century, the Russians
fought alongside of th e Austrians, and, no doubt,
would do the same to-day, were the Germans to
try to accomplish the dismemberment of Austria.

with Russia, and we arrive at the conclusion that,
in th e struggle for homerule, t he Bohemians will
have to rely solely upon themselves. Being a
small nation they will hav e t o make up in moral
strength what they lack in numbers. Bohemia
cannot rely upon her foreign friends, on gold or on
the sword; her only arms is the intelligence and
patriotism of her sons, and these two shall save
her.
AUSTKIA AND BOHEMIA.
(Revue Bleue, Paris.)

I.
The Awakening of a People.

Arriving at Prague, a stranger is at once deeply im
pressed and captivated by the view. Like ancient Rome
the capital of Bohemia is situated in a valley surrounded
by seven hill s, and presents to the eyes of the visitor
a wonderful perspectiv e, upon which centuries have
left an indelible impression. The Middle Ages have
survived in it s University, whose origin dates as far
back as the early years of the fourteenth century, and
which is older than any university beyond the
Rhine, being a fitting monument to the memory of
its found er, Charles IV. The famous bridge across
the Moldau with its two gothic towers and pillars
supporting so many statues, represents fifteenth cen
That much for t he Russians. The French have
tury art. At the highest point of the city there rises
always recognized the existence of t he Bohemian
forth the old cathedral whose vaults contain graves
Crown as a state, both under the ancient regime
of kings, and farther on, at the foot of the bas ilica
and Napoleon. In the last century Charles Albert
there stands the somber palace from whose windows
of Bavaria was crowned king of Bohemia, and the Count Thurn had ordere d th e imperial governors
recognized as king for a short time, when the thrown down, thus giving the first signal for the
Franco-Bavarian alliance had obtained victory Thirty Years' War.
over Marie Theresa.
From the memoirs of Las
While these historical monuments evoke reminis
Casas, o ne of N apoleon's adjutants, we learn that cences of the past, the expressive and lively fa ces of
in 1809. after the battle of Wagram, Napoleon the people in the streets indicate a race full o f hope
for so me time contemplated a plan of seperating for the futu re. Upon this soil, that has been ravaged
the kingdoms of Bohemia and Hungary, and by a long series of wars and hostile invasions, but
placing the crowns upon different heads. This has always recovered under the breath of liberty and
shows that Napoleon recognized the rights of independence, there lives and struggles a people that
Bohemia as a state, which became afterwards has lost nothing of its vigor and native energy. It
the subject of careful studies of two famous seems that the country which has given birth to
French academicians, Rene de St. Taillandier and John Hus and Jerome of Prague, will alwa ys arise,
Henri Martin. And should we look at French which may at any time shake the very foundations of
journals to-day, we might quote a great many the ancient Austrian monarchy.
Popular indignation against the unbearable preten
articles that teem with sympathy for Boh emia,
from republican organs (Siecle) as well as from tions of G erman supremacy in Bohemia is spreading
Orleanist (Soleil) and independent organs (Nou- and assuming the dimensions of an acute crisis the im
What will be
velle Revue), or even from the Figaro.
Notwith portance of which is daily increasing.
the
outcome?
This
question
merits
our
attention for
standing all these expressions of sympathy we
more than one reason, and all our sympathies are in
cannot expect any active interference of France
advance won by a people which has always exhibited
on behalf of Bohemia,* the same as is the case
loyal and disinterested friendship towards us.
Is it
"Compare our article, "A Frenchman on the Present Policy of
necessary
to
recall
that,
in
the
remote
past,
John
the
Austria."
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king of Bohemia fought in our ranks and was killed
by the English in the battle of Crecy ? Can we forget
that in 1870 , the Diet of Prague was the only foreign
official body that solemnly proclaimed its so lidarity
with France? When Paris was being bombarded by
the Germans, the Academy of Prague issued an in
dignant protest against the vandalism of the be
siegers.
We should not remain indifferent toward a move
ment whose consequences may modify the general
situation, for we may, perhaps, witness an evolution
of things which will overawe the Austrian govern
ment in spite of the calculations of the Triple Alliance,
whose embraces the Austrian people seem to bear
with apparent uneasiness.
This subject involves questions so complicated
that, in order to account for them and to understand
them, it will not su ffice to be content with t he super
ficial and often partial accounts of the official press.
It is necessary to go back to the very source, to con
sult the witnesses a s well as the participants of that
duel which is now being fought by the Bohemians of
Prague and the Germans of Vienna. To the writings
of the native publicists we must look for an account
of the vicissitudes of that struggle, and he that un
derstands Slavonic, will find documents enough to en
able him to arrive at an impartial judgement concern
ing the situation, which is intricate enough to deserve
serious attention.
There is nothing as interesting as the study of this
elegant and harmonious language, which has, dur ing
the last fifty years, recovered its full scope in all
branches of literature, and is giving the world re
markable works. After a long silence, historians
poets and novelists have come forth an d assigned the
half-forgotten people a role, which promises the na
tion a brilliant future. The historical works of
Palacky, the studies ofS aferik in Slavonic antiquities
are recognized as authorative works in the learned
world; the poems of Kollar, who sings the glory and
misfortunes of the Slavonic race, disclose a power of
imagination, such as we rarel y find in contemporary
poetry.
Is there anything more instructive than the history
of this political and intellectual revival ? This renais
sance is not confined to mere dilettantism, not
doomed to imbecility; t he people aspire to a place
among the living nations, t hey seek to shake off the
yoke of all for eign tutelage. The Bohemian writers
are at the same time fearless political leaders; on the
floor of the parliament as we ll as in mass meetings of
the citizens, they have faced the storm more than
once, and have delivered fiery speeches which their
very enemies were bound to applaud.
Such is the awake ning of a people which has been

for two centuries buried under a flood of Germanism
and is now returning to life. It would require a
voluminous study to give an account of the vicissi
tudes of the other Slavonic nations, but it is the Bo
hemians who are to-day the Slavonic vanguard, and
while we examine the conditions under which that
nation is making its reappearance in contemporan
eous history, we may forsee the influence which it
may exercise upon the future of its Slavonic brethren.
11.
The Fluctuations of Viennese Politics.

Being surrounded by tribes of the German race,
the Slavonic nation could have no othe r history but
one of perpetual struggle against the invaders who
have always coveted the property of others. To de
fend their independence and to assert their nationali ty
was what exclusively occupied the attention and
energy of t he Bohemians during the period that
other European nations took their rise and followed
the course of their historical development. With
varying success the Bohemians had made efforts to
overthrow German supremacy and resisted Germany's
attempts at interference.
If John H us and Ziz'.<a had confin ed their labors to
the emancipation of the Slavs and avoided the ques
tion of re ligious reform, perhaps Bohemia would not
have succumbed to the allied Catholic powers. Dis
cord and quarrels aroused b y fanaticism and intoler
ance surrendered Bohemia to the greed of the Im
perialists.
Crushed after a heroic struggle in the battle of the
White Mountain (Bild Hora), Bohemia ceased to ex
ist as an independent state (1640), became a mere
province annexed to the empire by conquest, and un
der such a title the Congress of Vienna incorporated
the country with the German confede ration.
During two hundred years the intrusion o f the
German element upon the soil of Bohem ia has been
systematically progressing; the Germans strive to drive
back the Bohemians and confine them to Moravia and
Silesia;in these two provinces there live more than two
million native Bohemian farmers. The territory of Bo
hemia properly so called has more than two million
Germans in a population of six millions. No fusion of
these two elements is possi ble, notwithstanding the
pressure which the governm ent brings to bear upon
them. The villages communities are in almost every
instance inhabited by people of one nationality only,
some by native Slavs, others by German coloni sts,
Between the two there is no other intercourse than
that which is necessitated by the exigencies of trade,
commerce and the common government. It is easy
to imagine the difficulties t hat arise from the juxta
position of the two hostile elements, which cannot
and will not understand each other. The Bohemian
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language—which is the oldest dialect of a language
spoken by thirty million Slavs in Austria and Serbia
—is unintellig ible to the German who learns it with
difficulty; on the oth er hand, the Slav protests against
the teaching of German, towards which he shows
marked aversion.
Although Bohemia was merely a province (?), all
the Austrian rulers, with the exceptions of Joseph
II., have been crowned as kings of Bohemia and
have taken oath to respect the rights and privileges
of that kingdom. The present de facto ruler has not
yet decided whe ther he would give that satisfaction
to his Bohemian subjects. At the time of the ac
cession of Francis Joseph, th e Hapsburg dynasty was
still exercising absolutist rule in all its rig or, admin
istering the same t o all parties and factions in the
empire. The German subjects, who were still cherish
ing traditions of feudal absolutism, submitted will
ingly to that regime, because, in reality, they were
the masters of t he country, had a monopoly of all
privileges and could treat the other countries as
provinces won by conquest. But the Slavs and the
Magyars bore the yoke with impatience, until the
events of 1848 had shaken all Europe and revived
the hopes of those oppressed.
It is well known with what merciless rigor the
government suppressed the heroic revolution that
broke out in Hu ngary and which broug ht Austria to
the verge of ruin. The Bohemians, in their turn,
raised their voice to reclaim their rights in Bohemia,
Moravia and Silesia. The government answered by
bombarding their capital, but oppression merely in
tensified the national sentiment. As a consequence
of the campaign which resulted in the loss of his
Italian provinces, Francis Joseph endeavored to calm
the rebellious spirit by granting his subjects some
purely administrative reform s, which did not in any
way better the conditions of the Slavonic provinces
of the empire.
The disaster of Sadova h ad t o come in order that
the government might be compelled to relent in its
Germanizing policy, and when, by the treaty of
Prague, Austria had been definitively excluded from
the German Bund, Francis Joseph entrusted the
Count Beust with the task of reorganizing th e em
pire upon a new basis. For centralism he substitut
ed the dualism of Austro-Hungary which divided
the monarchy into two distinct parts. The emperor
was crowned at Budapesth, which became the seat of
the new government, and the Magyars now have
their own constitution, their separate parliament a nd
ministry distinct from that of t he empire. The rest
of the population on this side of the Leith a forms an
artificial union, divided into imperial lieutenancies,
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which depend for their power directly on th e central
authority whose seat is in Vienna.
Dualism gave the M agyars full satisfaction, but it
did not in any way diminish the power and strength
of the Germans in Cisleith ania, it sanctioned the sub
ordination of the Slavs, and notedly by the Bohemians,
from who m it witheld even th e shadow of autonomy.
What, in this monarchy of two heads, do the Slavs
represent, constituting as they do two thirds of th e
population of Cisleithania? They still continue to
be subject to the whims and the discretion of Ger
man functionaries. The constitution of 1867 does
undoubtedly sanction, in principal, at least, t he use
of th e Bohemian language in schools and certain
public acts. In practice, however, all depends on
the fluctuations of politics and the personal inclina
tions of the members of the Vienna cabinet.
However ingenious may have been the combina
tion effected by the Count Beust, it is, nevertheless,
only a palliative remedy, insufficient to put an end to
the era of difficulties. The cabinet of the Count
Hohenwart, Beust's successor, inaugurated a new
policy. It declared its willingness to establish a
system, which would make th e monarchy a confeder
ation of states, the several groups to be arranged in
accord with national traditi ons. This program which
had been dictated by the real needs of the people,
necessarily provoked the wrath of the Germans and
Magyars interested, who waged a bitter war upon
the new policy. In reality, the decree which con
demned the policy of Count Hohe nwart, came from
Berlin; it was too just to please prince Bismarck, he
demanded a change of the program , and the Court
Vienna yielded and chan ged its ministry.
The sceptre was place d in the hands of the Count
Auersperg, who remained true to the old centralistic
constitution. Witho ut any scruples he repudiated the
spirit of reconciliation, and was not slow in altering the
electoral law in t he interest of German minorities.
The Bohemian deputies resigned en masse, refused
the legality of the Reichsrath, and, tho ugh re-elected
three times, continued for seven years their absence
from the parliament.
The situation grew worse d ay by day and would
have become inextricable, had not th e emperor wise
ly selected for his premier a man of more conciliatory
ways. Giving up the policy of aggression, the
Count Taaffe undertook to satisfy the demands of
those heterogeneous elements, whose fusion was a
problem beyond all solution. For more than ten
years that statesman manoeuvred with admirable adroit
ness in order to preserve th e balance of power in the
contentions of hostile interests. However, his
tactics which rested upon an artificial equilibrium,
were doomed to find their rock of danger. It is only
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a few weeks since we have witnessed a parliamentary
revolution which has br ought about the resignation
of Count Taaffe and the coming to power of the Windischgiaetz ministry.
ill.
The Young Chekhs and the Omladina.

The cabinet presided over by Prince Windischgraetz is usually designated by a name which at once
characterizes its origin and the elements that com
pose it, to-wit, "coalition ministry." Heretofore the
imperial government has always aimed at a suppres
sion of the question of nationality so as to give the
monarchy the uniform character of a German state.
Whether consisting of absolutists, constitutionalists
or centralists, all the cabinets have thus far sought
to defeat t he claims of the autonomists, whose depu
ties in the Reichsrath claimed to be the authorized
interpreters of the people's demand of home ruleThis time it is the Parliament itself: its groups have
united in order to form a ministry in which their
leaders might figure. The conservatives a re repre
sented by the president, the nationalists by two Pol
ish ministers, the German Left by Mr. Plener and
Dr. Gautsch.
The program submitted to the parliament by
Prince Windischgraetz, contains mere generalities
without touching a single fundamental questionCould it be otherwise? Could the Prince Windisch
graetz—the heir of a family bound to Bohemia by
ties of centuries—have abjured his origin and make a
confession of faith hostile to the Slavs? For like
reasons, the Polish group, represented by two minis
ters, could not well place its elf in a position hostile to
nationalists aspirations. Fo r a number of years the im
perial government has exhibited an especial friend
liness toward the Poles, and bestowed privil eges up
on them, as if it wished to secure their votes and use
their influence in making peace between Slavs and Ger
mans. Ifwe believe the leaders of the German Left,they
are willing to admit that Galicia is proof against all
attempts at Germanization, and the court of Vienna
seems to be reconciled to th e idea of giving a special
form of autonomy to Galicia. To be sure, these ad
vances cannot but seduce the Polish deputies in the
Reichsrath. However, the ground is slippery, and if
they should push their obedience so far as to cease
to be interested in the future of the Slavs in the e m
pire, it would be, s o to say, a voluntary surrender,
which they would have to feel s orry for.
After all, the group which has secured the lion's
share in the new cabinet, is that of the German Left
whose leaders, Mess rs. Plener, Gautsch and Bacquehem hold the most important portfolio s. Up to this
day it seems tha t the cabinet may rely on a majority
composed of two-thirds of the members of Parlia

ment; the opposition is represented solely by the
Young Chekhs and the antisemitic group. However,
the Parliament has adjourned for two months, thus
giving time to the new cabinet to study those ques
tions which are to be the subject of future delibera
tions. It remains to be seen what wil l be the attitude
of the Youn g Chekh Party, to which all th e present
Bohemian deputies belong, when they shall have
been returned to Parliament. How did it happen
that the Bohemian delegation in the Reichsrath,
which formed a part of the ministerial majority only
a short time ago, was changed into a minority and
now constitutes almost the only element of the
opposition? In order to explain this sudden change
of front we must go several years back.
Having decided upon a policy of abstinence whic h
they pursued for more than seven years, the Bohem
ian deputies would not consent to re-enter the
Parliament, until the ministry of Taaffe was fo rmed,
and then they did not hesitate to join the Polish
deputies and the Hohenwart club, in order to form a
majority which favored the new cabinet. At their
head still stood D r. Rieger, the successor of Pala ck^
in the work of national regeneration, which had
brought about the revival of Bohem ia. The value of
the work of these two veterans of t he national party
is disputed to-day, but if we only think tha t fifty years
ago Bohemia was little known and looked upon as a
German country, we can easily imagine, what an
amount of perseverance and energy it took to accom
plish that which we see to-day. If the Ch ekhs should
ever come to an understanding with the government,
neither party would try to conceal the risk of a rup
ture which might be complicated by foreign interfer
ence. Is it not visible enough that there always has
existed at Berlin a powerful fac tion, which dreams of
a well-rounded Germany and seeks to annex all the
lands assigned by the Congress of Vienna to the
ancient German confederation? On the banks of the
Spree they are only waiting for an opportunity to
take into their hands the defense of German interests,
wherever the latter might be alleged to suffer.
As
if it were not eno ugh for Austria to have in the South
an Italia irredenta (unredeemed Italy) which causes
the empire more than one trouble, they would like to
create the legend of a Germania irredenta, which, not
unlike the sword of Damocles, would consign Austria
to perpetual troubles. It will suffic e to say th at it is
in the interest of the imperial government to put an
end to the conflicts between the Germans and the
Chekhs and to reconcile the pretensions ofthe former
with the claims of the latter.
The Count Taaffe understood that very well when,
in 1890, he proposed to the Bohemian delegation a
"settlement" which m ight serve as a basis for the re
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organization of the country. It is true, the several
clauses of the settlement gave but partial satisfaction
to their wishes as then formulated, at any rate, it was
the first step on the way of concilia tion. At that
moment, however, there occured in the Chekh ranks
a break serious enough to frustrate all negotia tions.
For a number of years the national party has been
divided into two distinct factions: the Old Chekhs, true
to Palacky's and Rieger's policy of waiting and delay
ing, and the Young Chekhs, more zealous and impa
tient, who demanded the adoption of radical meas
ures and refused to accept any regime by agreement.
The Old Chekhs are opportunists, the Young Chekhs
represent the intransigeants.*
As is always the case on like occasio ns, a violent
controversy is going on between the two camps, and
the organ of the Young Chekhs, the Ndrodni Listy,
daily registers their grievances against the party of
moderation. Is it necessary t o say that the young
generation, forgetful of the services rendered by th e
early pioneers, has taken sides with the intransigeants?
The entire country has followed and, at the latest
elections, has sent to Vienna only those candidates,
who had been designated by the Young Chekhs.
Hear their motto as it is given by one of the most
prominent orators of their party, Dr. He rold:
"In public life, moderation is the beginning of the
end. The spirit of decision, the strength of will and
determination are the measures of success in politics.''
Without doubt, this internal war between two
groups, inspired by equal patriotism,must be deplored.
However, is it to be wondered at, that after the nu m
berless disappointments with which the party of
moderation has met, the younger and more zealous
element is tired of their resignati on and allows itself
to be dominated by radical ideas? The conservatives
rebuke the Young Chekhs for their vote in favo r of
a reform of the electoral law and for the adoption o f
universal suffrage. Does not, at this time, when it is
affirmed that t he Slavs constitute t he majority of the
population, universal suffrage furnish an unanswer
able argument, that it would express the wishes of
the country?
Recent events have complicated the situation.
Young men, those untiring propagandists, had
been arranging popular meetings, which they filled
with their own ardor and enthusiasm. Day by
day the demonstrations in the streets of the capi
tal became more noisy, until at last, in the middle
of September last, the police broke up a public
meeting and thus provoked a conflict, in conse
quence of which a state of siege was declared at
Prague.
According to the terms of the constitutional
That is, those who refuse to enter into any negotiations.
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laws of th e empire, every extraordinary measure
of regim e m ust be submitted to the Parliament for
sanction, but the session of Par liament has been
adjourned for two months, the question has not
been discussed in Parliament, and the state of
siege continues until further orders.t
The gov
ernment made use of the state of siege and ar
rested a number of m embers of a p opular society
named Omladina whose leaders had long been
watched by the police.
The trial of th e Omladina was opened a m onth
ago before a special tribunal.
The prisoners, 77
in number, are young men between 17 and 22
years of age, recruited almost exclusively from the
working classes. Still we find among them two
students, nine journalists, one professor an d one
doctor of laws. The indictment does not charge
them with a ny serious crime.
According to the
official report, the Omladina was a society
guilty of attacks on the security of the
state. It was composed of 720 members and her
organization resembled that of the Carbonari;
there was a supreme council of five m embers and a
dictator with unlimited powers.} The meetings of
the Omladina are said to have been so frequent
that there were 48 of them held in on e year; be
side actual members, p arties furnished with a card
of introd uction were admitted. At those meetings,
public mass-meetings and demonstrations were
planned incendiary speeches held, etc. When a
person reads that, he does not know what he
should, admire: whether the unskillfulness of th e
police or the courage of th ose pretended conspirtors, who, though trapped and dispersed every
time, did not cease to hold noisy meetings and
went on discussing questions which aimed a t noth
ing less than a social revolution, if we are to be
lieve th e official repo rt.
The state of siege and the persecution of the
Omladina have not calmed the excited minds of
the people. Discontent is growing daily and it is
hardly a few days since a conflict of t he people
and agents of the police has nearly marked the
streets of Pra gue with blood. The Viennese press
improved the opportunity by publishing perfidious
insinuations and violent attacks upon the Bohem
ians. Do not occurences of the same sort happen
in Vie nna, Paris, Brussels and London, and does
anybody entertain the idea, that responsibility for
excesses of the mob should fall upon the entire
nation?
+The state of siege has been approved by Parliament.
*0n the 21st of February the tribunal pronounced sentence. The
punishment varies from 8 years' imprisonment in the penitentiary to a
term of 6 weeks in jail. Eight of the prisoners were discharged.
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The German press is free to criticize and antago
nize the policy of th e Young Chekhs. But pole
mics ceases to be loyal and becomes most unjust,
when it attempts to make a nation responsible for
what a few in dividuals have done. If t he people
of Pr ague be dissatisfied and irritated, who is to
blame but the promoter of the state of siege and the
extraordinary regime which has oppressed the inhab
itants of Prague for more than four months?Why not
take off the mask? In this new crusade inaugurated
against the Bohemians it is dexterously manoeuvred,
in o rder that the government may continue the
state of siege indefinitely and double its rigor.
However, Prague was not laid under a n interdict
in order that the illusion of authority might be re
stored. Exasperating the Bohemians, it may
force them to adopt extreme resolutions, and
opens the gate to unexpected complications.
IV.
Between Two Rocks of Danger.

The Austrian monarchy has stood more than
one trial in the past; it still remains for i t to pass
two rocks of danger. Having to pass along a road
bristling with difficulties before they reach their
goal, the Bohemians may yield to temptation and
throw themselves into the arms of a savior. That
remedy would ce rtainly be a thousand times worse
than the bitterness of the present.
It is an evil
dream which often haunts men tired of th e strug
gle for existence! In order to escape t he embraces
of Pan germanism, who kn ows, whether the Bohem
ians may not take the risk of throwing themselves
into the abyss of Panslavism? The two are alike
and equally fatal for all w ho embrace either. The
theory of a common origin invoked in support of a
great conglomeration, is but a deceitful fata mor
gana designed to mislead the hopeless, who know
not where to seek salvation. It ends in an absorbtion of nat ional individualities to the profit of the
strong, and doom them to a definite loss of their
freedom and their independence.
At the beginning of h is career, and before the
period of failures f or w hich he was censured later,
Palacky was well info rmed and inspired, when he
said: "If there were no Austria, o ne would have
to be formed." Really, the day that Austria will
cease to be a German power, i t will hav e no other
choice left but to be reorganized as a federative
state which would give the Slavonic nationalities
a safe guarantee of self- government.
It is a nat
ural evolution which the Austrian monarchy can
not escape except under the penalty of inevi table
disruption.
The necessity of this evolution a ppears just as

well to the partisans of German rule. They dread
it, and they will try any trick in o rder to postpone
it, and inasmuch as they rage in t heir desire to
Germanize Bohemia, does not that fury betray an
ulterior design to provoke a conflict serious enough
to justify an intervention of the German army?
By v irtue of th e agreement which binds the states
of the Triple Alliance, and under t he pretense that
he w as p rotecting his countrymen, whose security
was in danger, the German emperor would have a
fair p rospect of coming to Bohemia to establish
order and to occupy the country with his army.
From such an occupation one step would only have
to be made to annexation pure and simple, and an
accomplished fact might be registered! Diminished
and mutilated, Austria would thenceforth cease
to figure as a European power.
The fate of the Austrian monarchy is too
closely connected with the fate of Bohem ia, and
the possible results we h ave spoken of, have hardly
escaped the sharp eye of the emperor Francis
Joseph. Would not the popularity of th e monarch
and the trust reposed in him by his subjects justify
in allow ing his personal views t o prevail over the
counsels of his advisers, who are too visibly inter
ested in a continuation of the present state of things?
Does he understand that, between its two powerful
neighbors on the North and East, Austria cannot ex
ist except upon the condition, that it shall give full
scope to the aspirations of nationalities that cherish
freedom and refuse to give up their independence!
L. ORDEGA.
VICKERS' "HISTORY OF BOHEMIA."

The first, and thus far the only, complete history
of Bohemia in the English language, has been
placed before the public, by the enterprising firm
of Charle s H. Sergei Co., of Ch icago. The author*
Mr. Robert Henry Vickers, is an old student of
Bohemian history and the book represents nearly
a quarter of a century of painstaking researchesMr. Vickers' 'History' is not a record of kings,
tyrants and wars, but a sympathetic account of
the life of a nation; to the author the work has
evidently been a labor of love, yet he has nevei
been led astray by fanciful t heories or conjectures,
and his narrative is fortified by the best author
ities: he has consulted Greeks, Romans, Germans,
Frenchmen, Bohemians, and others, always prefeiring testimony contemporaneous with the events
narrated, whenever it was obtainable.
The book is divided into 30 chapters, for the
full tit les of which we refer the reader to the April
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issue of the BOHEMIAN VOICE; by their subject
matter they may be conveniently grouped -in this
way: geographical conditions and the early occu
pants, ch. 1-2; Bohemia's administration purely
native and local, ch. 3-8; Bohemia becomes a king
dom; the Premyslides, ch. 9-14; internal commo
tions until the death of K ing John, ch. 15; general
prosperity under Charles, ch. 16; the Hussite
movement, ch. 17-20; the decadence of Bohe mia
under Hapsburg rule, ch. 21-22; Bohemia pros
trated and crushed in t he Thirty Years' War, ch.
23-28; and the renaiscence of the Bohemian nation
ality, ch. 29-30. From this short review it is evi
dent that all the important epochs of Bohem ian
history receive adequate treatment.
The writer describes with care the customs,
manners and local in stitutions of th e people (chap
ter three and four, on the political institutions of
the ancient Chekhs, are particularly good), and,
being an American,it is quite natural that he sh ould
have carefully followed the development of the
Bohemian constitution. Like all well-informed for
eign writers,both ancient and modern,he appreciates
the influence which the democratic spirit of the
Bohemian people has exercised in shaping the
destinies of th e country.
"In their p oetry, their
religion and their politics, the free spirit of the
Bohemians always asserted itself and would h ave
made themselves as great as they were eminent, if
extermination had not been adopted as a principle
against them." (page 39). It is thi s democratic
spirit and dislike to a firm rule that has p revented
the Bohemians from establishing a powerful and
independent state in Middle Europe. In his ac
count of t he constitutional evolution of Bohemia
Mr. Vickers is not slow to recognize the striking
resemblance, both in style and s ubject matter, of
the famous protest of Bohemian baron s and estates
against Sigismund (A. D. 1421), to the American
Declaration of Ind ependence of 1776. In fact, the
history of th e democratic movement in Bohemia
and the history of the thirteen colonies have many
features in common, and the author never neglects
an opportunity to call the reader's attention to
them.
The writer views the varied scenes of
Bohemia's past from the standpoint of a statesman,
literature and art consequently receive m inor con
sideration only, unless they be too important in
their effect upon politic?, as wa s the case during
the progress of th e reformation, and the persecu
tions following it, and also in the early years of
the present century (the Bohemian "renoaissance ").
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The mutual relations of E ngland and Bohemia
are especially noticed by the writer: the grant of
Richard of Cornwall (dated 1262) whereby Austria,
Styria and Moravia were perpetually attached to
the Bohemian Crown; the marriage of Anne of
Bohemia to Richard II. (1382); the influence of
Wyclif's writings in t he land of Hus, etc.
The account of the Hussite movement, the
brightest period of Boh emian history, is particular
ly spirited and sympathetic.
A small nation e n
gaged in a heroic struggle for l iberty both relig
ious and civil, engaged in a contest with the
united powers of Catholic Europe! Is there a
nobler drama to be found in the history of the
world? The origin of th e great religious wars t he
author finds in the bull of Pope John XIII., issued
in t he year 967, which forbade Slavonic li turgy in
Bohemia—and in Hussitism he sees the remnants
of the spirit of ancient Slavonic Christianity
which h ad survived the persistent persecutions in
augurated by the Germanizing and Latinizing
Premyslides.
In this he agrees with the Russian
Slavophils. The theory is pl ausible enough, though
not incontrovertible. However that may be, it is
certain that the Hussite reformation was a nation
al movement o riginating in Bohemia, Petr Chelcicky is justly considered a Christian socialist—a
man who lay great stress on ethics and rejected
dogmatics, who believed that true Christianity
disappeared when the Emperor Constantine and
the Pope joined hands i n o rder to rule nations, and
who denounced both the clergy and the nobility
as two vultures preying upon the vitals of the
nation.
Touching is the story of th e decline and fall
of Bohemia. The record of barbarous cruelties
and the merciless persecutions instituted by the
fanatic victors against the unfortunate people,
will fill with indignation any human heart, will
move to tears a sensitive soul. The henchmen of
Ferdinand II. stole children from their parents and
tortured the parents to death, and trampled upon
the most sacred rights of humanity, shamelessly
pretending to act ad majorem Dei gloriam, for the
greater glory of God! No true lover of liberty can
read those chapters (c. 24-26) ex cept with'his fists
clinched.
Happily, the Bohemian nation survived its ene
mies who hoped to be its grave-diggers, the echo
of the French revolution was heard in Bohemia,
and the oppressed nation arose to claim its r ights.
The fight is not ended yet, but the prospects are
fair. Mr. Vi ckers shows very clearly that Austria
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can never become a German state, either geograph ia, "balance of power'' in Middle Europe will be lost
ically o r ethnologically, and we are willing to agree Austria will be relegated to second rank, and Ger
many will be mistress of Europe.
with him.
The manifest destiny o f Austria is to be a shelter to
For a foreigner it is no easy task to write a
several small nationalities, the Bohemians, Magya rs,
history of Boh emia.
The Bohemian language is
and the Slovenes, tha t are limited to her territories,
understood by few, and the necessary records, along with the off-shoots of those nations which meet
documents, etc., are not always easily obtainable; on her soil: the Russians, Germans, Italians,Serbs,Croatand a w riter who would rely upon German author ians and Roumanians. As it is impossible to draw an
ities alone, could never write a complete and im exact boundary line between any two nationalities, it
partial history of Boh emia.
The work requires, becomes necessary that there should be a common
moreover, years of toil which may never be ade meeting-place where all could meet on equal terms.
quately remunerated. Unless t he writer be actuated If Austria is to be such a meeting-place, she must be
come a federation.
by love of hist ory, and be searching for t ruth for
The Bohemians, "t he Slavonic v anguards," are the
its own sake, he will hardly undertake the task.
only possible mediators between the Slavonic East and
For this reason we m ust be th ankful to Mr. Vick- the non-Slavonic West. It follows that the Bohem
ers for his laborious work which he h as done well. ian question which now confronts the statesmen of
It is true , he gives to some events not always di Austria, is really an internatio nal question. This fact
rectly connected with Bohemian history (e. g. dis has been lat ely urged by Mr. Eim , the Young Chekh
cussion of celibacy, the Tartars, the battle of deputy, in the French journal La Vie Contemporaine.
1
Crecy), more space than they may seem to deserve, In a leading article in L Eclair, The Righting, M.
but that is a defect of form, if it be a defect, no t Flourens, the late French Minister of Foreign Affair s,
replies to Mr. Eim, and he, to, arrives at a conclusion,
of substan ce, a nd may be easily corrected. On the
that the Bohemian question is o f international impor
whole, th e book deserves hearty commendation and tance.
praise as being the only history of Bohemia in
"In the midst of ou r misfortunes in 1870,'' he says
the English lauguage and at the same time both by way of introduction, "only one legislative body in
reliable and highly i nstructive.
the whole of Europe raised its voice to demand diplom
atic and military intercessio n in behalf of France: it
AN INTERNATIONAL QUESTION.
was the diet of Prague. If the manly advice then
Situated as it is in the very heart of Europe, and given to Vienna had been followed, if Austria had
surrounded on all sides by mountain ranges forming been wise enough to make the most of the opportun
natural barriers against foreign invaders, Bohemia ity when Germany uncautiously concentrated all its
must naturally be looked upon as a land of consider forces in the sole object of crushing our resistance, then
able strategic importance. It is, moreover, a country after a few days' march, without any battle, Austria
rich in natural resources and inhabited by a vigorous would have been able to dictate her own conditions to
race, which has given ample proofs of its pluck and Berlin, avenge the defeat of Sadowa and regain her
bravery in the past. What wonder then that the coun lost superiority. However, she lacked the courage.
That lost opportunity is the cause of the uncertain
try should have been coveted by foreign rulers ever
ty
in which Europe has lived for a quarter of a cen
since the time of Charles the Great? The central
situation of the country, its natural resources and tury, of the steady increase of th e cost of the armed
its wealth, have at times made Bohemia arbiter of Eu peace which impoverishes Europe, retards all progress
ropean disputes, and many a bloody battle was fought even in the most civilized nations an d drives them to
upon her soil in order th at some warlike ruler, bent the despair of revolutionary socialism or anarchy. Eater
on conquest, m ight be prevented from disturbing the on, the Viennese government, desiring to check the
balance of power in Middle Europe. And whenever spread of Pan-Germanism,again sought support in Bo
the Bohemian crown was the prize of the war, all hemia, whose Slavonic inha bitants alone remained
Europe was always drawn into the fight, because all hostile to German hegemony.
Europe Was interested. Such was the case in the
The minister, H ohenwart, designed a plan in tha t
Thirty Years' War when the Catholics and the Pro line, a plan which was to be carried into effect. How
testants met on the soil of Bohemia, and the Seven ever, the plan alarmed Prince Bismark, who at once
Years' War when Prussia and Russia and Austria dispatched the king of Saxony to Vienna and skill
fought for the possession of the Bohemian Crownlands, fully used that monarch's influence in order to undo
England and France taking sides with one or the the work of Hohenwart. And when French diplom
other of the contending parties.
acy, which, under the Duke Decazes, had sought an
To this day Bohemia has lost none of her important alliance with Russia, had suddenly turned on the ac
qualifications: her destiny is still of international mo cession of Waddington and sought the friendship of
ment. Should Germany obtain posses sion of Bohe m England, Austria understood well tha t she had noth
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ing to fear on that score, and thereafter made no re
sistance to Prince Bismark.''
The French statesman then passes over to Mr. Eim's
article above mentioned, introduces its author to the
readers as "one of the foremost Bohemian writers and
orators, whose political speeches have secured him a
place among the most prominent members of the great
political bodies of the empire." He quotes Mr. Eim
011 the international significance of the Bohemian
question, and supplements the later's arguments with
his own comments.
Mr. Flourens agrees fully with Eim as to the inter
national importance of the Bohemian question, and
his comments are the more significant, coining as they
do at a time when the Austrian premier sees it fit to
declare that he "knows of no Bohemian question.'' He
says:
"It is certain that whatever concerns the fate of
Bohemia, always has had and always will have an in
ternational importance of the first rank. Situated as it
is in the heart of Europe, Bohemia represents the van
guard of the Slavonic races, it is a wedge thrust into
German flesh, it is the center of the most active and
most energetic resistance to German despotism. If,
by its own fault French diplomacy should suffer Bo
hemian influence to be destroyed, it would commit an
irreparable fault, a crime against its own nation. If
northern Germany should seize this central point of
Europe, Austria would be doomed to vassalage for
ever, and even an alliance with Russia would not free
us from the grasp of Pan-Germanism which would stifle
to death all France.
The demands of the Bohemians are most simple,
most peaceful and most just.
In his exposition of the policy of the cabinet of
which he is the president, the Eord Roseberry has an
nounced his determination to give home rule to Ire
land, and added that he would introduce in the par
liament bills granting to the citizens of Wales and
Scotland the same advantages as the law gave to the
Irish. That is a policy demanded by justice, reason
and the public interests, a policy which cannot be
abandoned by him who is unwilling to expose the
state to endless internal commotions and to weaken its
influence abroad.
Why does not Austria, in this respect, follow the
wise example of England? If it did, it would get rid
of the excitement and commotions which are a serious
hindrance to the full development of its strength. It
now would become invincible, because all the'races that
inhabit the empire, would find their just claims satis
fied, their rights and liberties secured, and would
cease to look beyond the borders for assistance and
protection.
Once it seemed that the government and the
legislative bodies of Austria would have to go in the
direction indicated by the dualism until they would
similarly satisfy all nationalities. However the effect
of the famous dualism was quite different. Out of
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the 40 million inhabitants of the monarchy, it bene
fitted only 13 million. The remaining 27 million, the
Bohemians, Roumanians, Ruthenians, Croatians,
Serbians, Slovaks, etc., etc., had to submit to that
minority.
It seems impossible that a like condition of affairs
could be maintained for any considerable length of
time. If it should be continued, it will continue, in
Middle Europe, a situation full of uncertainty, which
will require a continual increase of expenditures to
maintain the "armed peace" whose weight threatens
to destroy all budgets.
On the contrary, if Austria
should become what in the nature of things it is
destined to be, that is, a great and mighty confedera
tion of independent states under the sceptre of a com
mon ruler, a sort of a monarchical Switzerland, the
coalition which now menaces Europe would lose its
center of gravity. Every one would then understand,
would instinctively feel, that the maintenance of £>eace
would no longer demand like sacrifices, and a gradual
disarmament would naturally take place.
Inasmuch as the several nationalities in the Austrian
empire counterbalance one another, it might act as a
mediator between European states and instinctively
prevent any disturbance of the balance of the power.
Its strength would not excite any envy, because any
idea of conquest or acquisition of new territory would
be foreign to it and would be resisted by its own na
tions which might justly fear a disturbance of their
equepoise. Thus would Austria be enabled to per
form its duty as an arbiter of peace assigned to it by
its position, the fullfillment of which, however, has
been heretofore prevented by the undue preponderance
of the German element.
Mr. Eim is, therefore, absolutely right when he says
that the question of the Bohemian claims is an inter
national question. In France he will find no one who
would dispute that, here all wish for the final victory
of the principles he has defended with both devotion
and ability.
_
THE INVENTOR OF THE LIGHTNING ROD.
From the Popular Science Monthly.

When the newspapers lately announced the names of
eminent electricians which were to adorn the Electrical
Building at the Columbian World's Fair in Chicago in
1893, w e were surprised, nay, disappointed, to find that
the respective officials, left out the name of a man of
science whose merits would fully entitle him to that
honor. We mean Prokop Divis, the man who, before
Franklin, discovered the identity of lightning and elec
tricity, and the issuing of electricity from metallic points,
two important truths which led him to construct a light
ning conductor, but his modesty (he was a catholic priest
and a thorough scholar) and the ignorance of others, com
bined, caused his name nearly to be forgotten. The En
cyclopaedia Britannica knows nothing of him, while the
German Conversations Lexicon of Brockhaus (Volume V,
page 406) d isposes of his two great discoveries exactly in
two sentences. The only mention of him we find in Eng
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lish literature is a short sketch in the Historical Magazine
for February, 1868, (page 98, article xii), which is a trans
lation from a French periodicalAs the life of Divis is
of itself sufficiently interesting, we hope to be justified in
presenting a few more details of his life to the readers of
this magazine. Our article is based chiefly upon a sketch
in the Bohemian Encyclopiedia of Rieger and Maly
(Volume n, pages 209, 210 ad. volume m, page 941.)
Prokop Divis [Dyiv'ish] was born on the 1st of August,
1696, in the town of £amberk (its German name being
Senftenberg), in northeastern Bohemia, of Bohemian
parents. At the gymnasium of Znojmo he received the
rudiments of higher education, and afterward entered the
Premonstratensian order at Luka. On November 30, 1720
he bound himself with the three monastic vows, and six
years later took the Holly Orders.
On account of his
high scholarship he was soon after appointed Professor of
Philosophy in the Lyceum of Luka. A special feature of
his lectures were various experiments in physics, with
which, contrary to all precedents, he liked to illustrate
the subjects discused.
It will be remembered that the
church has never looked with favor upon natural sciences.
After a year had passed, Divis was obliged to change
his subject and lecture on theology. He distinguished
himself also in this new field, and accordingly, on the
fifth of August, 1733, t he University of Salzburg conferred
upon him the degree of Doctor of Divinity.
He had been longing for an opportunity to devote him
self to scientific research.
His wishes seemed to be ful
filled when he was ordained parson of the parish of Prendice, (Pren'dyitseh) a small village in Moravia, near the
city of Znojmo (Znaim on English maps).
Here all his
leisure was given to physical experiments; with especial
care he studied the properties of water and fire (oxidation).
In 1741 h e became prior of the Lukan Convent, and con
sequently had to discontinue his scientific labors for a
few years, as the duties of the new office required all his
time- Besides the Austro-Prussian War had just broken
out,* and a double care devolded upon the shoulders of
the new prior. Throughout the war Divis faithfully per
formed his duties, but as soon as peace was restored to
Moravia he resigned his dignity and returned to Prendice
to resume his favorite work. His parish was a small one,
and thus Divis was enabled to spare time enough for
scieutific inquires. He now entered upon an examination
of electricity.
Pursuing the safe empiric method, Divis
based all his conclussions and estimates upon careful ex
periments.
His observations of thunder storms led him
soon to a discovery, that lightning was but an electrical
spark—that in his laboratory he could imitate thunder and
lightning on a small scale and he resolved to try if it
were possible to make thunderbolts harmless.
How
thorough his studies were, may be gathered from the fact,
that he worked out a complete theory of atmospheric
electricity, a treatise on which was published from his
papers after his death. Another important discovery fol*Charles VI, King of Bohemia and Hungary and Emperor of Germany,died in 1740, leaving* his dominions to his daughter Marie Theresa.
Frederick the Prussian thought this a good opportunity to rob the
queen of some of her territories, and be immediately, without any
right, and without even a declaration of war, invaded Silesia.

lowed soon after. Divis found out that metallic points
would both attract and discharge electricity more speedily
than anything else, and proceeded to make a practical
application of the newly discovered truth. About the
same time Franklin, on this side of the Atlantic, was
receiving his first lessons in electricity from Dr. Spense.
The fame of the electrical experiments of Divis soon
reached the imperial court of Vienna, and the Emperor
Francis Stephen, who was somewhat of an amateur nat
uralist himself, invited Divis to Vienna, to repeat his ex
periments in the halls of the imperial castle.
These, per
formances were also honored by the presence of the em
press Maria Therese. The imperial couple were highly
pleased with the experiments, and to show their esteem
for Divis, they presented him with two heavy golden
medals with their busts engraved upon them.
In 1750 Di vis demonstrated his superior knowledge of
electricity in an amusing way. Father Francis, a learned
Jesuit, was about to make some experiments with his
electrical machine at the Vienna Court. While he was
making some preliminary remarks, the Bohemian scholar
who had concealed a number of small iron nails in his
periwig, approached the machine and viewed it closely
from all sides, as though he were going to make a critical
examination of it. His true intention was, however, to
take away all electricity stored on the metallic balls, in
which he succeeded without touching the machine. Im
agine the horror of Father Francis when he finally came
to perform his experiment, and found, that, although his
accumulators were well insulated, all his electricity was
gone. In 1753, Prof. Richman, of St. Petersburg, while
observing a storm from a hut, was killed by lightning,
decending an insulated iron bar specially erected for the
purposes of the study.
Upon learning of the fate of that
martyr of science, Divis drew up a memoir on that unhappy
occurrence, in which he demonstrated, that the iron bars
as used by Richman, were both unsale and dangerous,
and clearly showed how, in case of a storm,
the danger of a lightning stroke could be averted
by means of a conductor, the idea of which he had already
matured in his mind. This treatise he sent to the famous
mathematician aud naturalist, Euler, the president of
the Berlin Academy of Sciences, asking for his judgement
—but his application was in vain; the academy failed to
see his reasoning. This is one of the numerous instances,
which go to show that it is always the individual workers,
to whom we have to look for any advance in science,
rather than learned societies.
When Franklin's account of his discovery was read in
the British Royal Society, it was laughed at by the con
noisseurs. Divis was not discouraged by the cold recep
tion with which his work had met in Berlin, but went on
to construct his lightning rod. After all that was necessary
had been prepared, the conductor was erected on the 15th
of June, 1754, n ear the residence of the parson, for Divis,
in order to avoid all risks, gave up the idea of placing the
lightning rod upon the building, but built it separately in
the free field near the building. The lightning rod of
Divis was constructed as follows: A pointed, slender iron
bar, formed the main part of the machine.
Fastened
to it were two cross bars, thus making four arms, accross
each of which in turn a shorter bar was laid, and each of
the twelve extremities so effected bore a box filled with
shavings of iron, in which twenty-seven brass needles
were stuck, making three hundred and twenty-four need
les in all. The main bar was suported by a wooden col
umn sufficiently high (forty-eight feet at first, afterward
one hundred and thirty-two feet) to secure protection for
the building and its immediate surroundings, several iron
chains connected the main bar with the earth. The effect
of the machine was to divide the lightning into as many
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sparks as there were needles, (three-hundred and twentyfour), and thus to lessen its force. It might therefore,
more properly be called a lightning divisor. Scarcely had
the rod been erected, when a storm came rushing on from
the north.
Thunder-clouds hung over Prendice, and oc
casionally white shafts of lightning were seen darting
from the clouds and flying toward the conductor. In a
few minutes a white cloud enveloped the machine, and
the storm soon passed away without doing any damage.
For two years Divis continued experimenting with his
lightning rod; the results were published by Dr. Scrinci
in the Prague News (1754).
Having satisfied himself in
regard to the utility of his new machine, Divis offered to
the emperor a plan for erecting a number of conductors
in various parts of his empire. The emperor submitted
the plan to Viennese mathematicians, who were, unfor
tunately, a little behind the times, and reported unfav
orably upon the Bohemian's proposition. The plan was
consequently never carried out. Abbot Marci, speaking
about the report of the Viennese "connoisseurs," says, in
a letter to Divis, "Blasphemant, quae ignorant" (They
blaspheme that which they do not understand), and at
last, in 1759, D ivis was compelled to remove his lightning
rod. There had been a very dry summer that year, which
the farmers of Prendice and the neighboring places as
cribed to Divis's machine. One day an angry crowd came
to the parsonage and tore down the iron bars. The
authorities then ordered Divis to take away his machine,
and he accordingly removed it and deposited it at Bruck,
where it has been kept to this day.
There is a marked
similarity between the treatment which the invention of
Divis suffered at the hands of his neighbors and that ac
corded to Franklin's conductor in America. When, in
1755, M assachusetts had experienced a sharp shock of an
earthquake, the judgement of the public opinion was pro
nounced upon Franklin's rods as the direct cause of the
earthquake. As late as 1770 a Boston clergyman preached
against the.lightning rods as "impious contrivanceses to
prevent the execution of the wrath of heaven." The dif
ference between the relative positions of the two inven
tors was that in America a devine denounced a layman,
whereas in Moravia laymen denounced a devine. We un
wittingly recall the words of Madler: "In all times and
in all countries, the enemies of truth and light pretend to
be fighting for the honor and glory of God." Thus Divis
was prevented from perfecting his machine, which would
have doubtless been wrought by him into a different,
more advantageous shape, but for the officials order.
Divis felt himself obliged to give up his studies and ex
periments in electricity, and his versatile genius turned to
a new field—music.
He was well acquainted with acous
tics, and as a Bohemian he possessed likewise a personal
liking for music; and before long his creative genius en
riched the musical world with a new instrument which he
named "denis d' or."* This instrument is played by both
hands and feet, like an organ, and it can give the sound
of almost any stringed or wind instrument from the
pianissimo to the fortissimo, as it has as many as one
hundred and thirty registers. In its effect this instru
ment is equal to a full orchestra.
This was the last great work of Divis and on the 25th
of December 1765, t he untiring worker quietly departed
his lifePersonally Divis had the true appearance of a
thinker. In his early youth his health was rather delicate,
but it improved steadily after he began his electrical ex
periments and never failed him again, although he was
constantly at work. Oftentimes he was so deeply absorb
ed in his thoughts, so that he would not observe his
friends coming to see him, until a servant re
minded him of their presence by pulling his sleeve. The
*Denis is a French translation of the Bohemian name Divis. D'cr
means "of gold."
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steady mental work gave his face a serious, unfiiendly
mien, which disappeared, however, whenever he happen
ed to be in a circle of his friends. His guests, among
whom there were many distinguished persons, he always
entertained corteously. Besides his mother tongue, the
Bohemian, he also knew Latin, German and French.
From the papers he left there was printed, after his
death, a treatice entitled "Ltingst verlangte Theorie der
Meteorologischen Electricitiit, (The long sought theory of
Atmospheric Electricity) Tubingen, 1768.
Prokop Divis is an interesting example of an ideal
scholar. Originally he studied science merely for the sake
of finding out the truth, but when he saw that the truths
discovered by him could be utilized for the benefit of
mankind, he utilized them.
Undoubtedly he knew noth
ing of Franklin, and there is no evidence that Benjamin
Franklin ever heard of Divis; their discoveries in electricity
were wholly independent of each other, but Franklin was
the happier of t he two,because he found a people who under
stood him—the French, while Divis, by his social position
was prevented from perfecting his instrument. We must
remember that Benjamin Franklin was a Public man, who
stood conspicuously before three countries, while Prokop
Divis was merely a parish priest of a small Bohemian
village, with few or no connections. Yet we admire his
genius evinced by inventions so vastly different—a light
ning rod and a musical instrument. These are wittily
characterized in his epitaph, written, by one of his con
temporaries:
*Ne laudate Iovem gentes', quid vester Apollo?
Iste magis deus est fulminis atque soni.
* Do riot praise Jove, nations. What is your Apollo? This man,
rather is a God of both lightning and the sound.
t

THE SOLOMON OF A COUNTRY TOWN.
From the Bohemian of JACOB ARBES.*

We introduce the reader into a court room. . . . How
ever, it is not one of those dreadful gloomy halls where the
foulest crimes are usually investigated, the life of the criminal
being oftentimes at stake, but a much more pleasant-looking
room, we might say a patriarchal court room, where a death
sentence has never been pronounced, and where you would
seldom find an audience, in as much as the substance of the
trials offers hardly any excitement to the public, and is, there
fore, of little interest to anybody; in a word, it is the circuit
court room of a small Bohemian country town.
It is a large room of three windows, and serves not only
as a temple of the " Goddess of Justice " so-called, but also as
a sacristy to such a temple: for common bureaucratic purposes.
In the rear, close to the walls, there stands a large table
covered with green cloth, with a small crucifix of black castiron in the center. On each side of the cross there stands a
tallow candle on a black wooden candlestick. Around the
cross there lie scattered a number of books, statute books,
ministerial and police regulations etc.
On the right, at one of the two windows which open to the
view the beautiful landscape, there stands a desk, on the left,
a common table, which is undoubtedly employed as a writing
desk, if we may judge by the papers and writing material dis
played upon it. Each of the three desks is provided with one
chair; in front of the large table in the rear there stands a
bench seating five or six men and known as the "prisoners'
bench. " The fore-part of the room, on both sides of the main
entrance, with eight or ten wooden chairs, is reserved for the
audience. The room has but few ornaments. The walls have
been painted after one pattern; the ceiling is white, and its
only decoration consists of a primitive arabesque composed of
fantastic leaves of impossible shapes and colors, interwoven in
a bizarre way. A lithograph picture of the emperor, in a
*A biographical sketch of Jakub Arbes will be found in Poet-lore.
Jan. 1892.
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guilded frame, hangs on the wall above the large table; be
tween the two windows that open into the fields there hangs a
large map of Bohemia; in the third window, almost fully cover
ed by vines and evergreens, is a cage with a canary bird.
There is hardly anything in the room that would remind
you of the proverbial gloominess of the court room where the
blind " Goddess of Justice " often displays such cruelty that
makes a sensitive human heart crouch in fear and pity—here
everything seems as natural and pleasing as at your own family
hearth.
The trial has just begun. The golden rays of the morning
sun plays 011 the green table, behind which the judge is seated.
He is a man of a tall figure and an expressive face. It seems
that he is a man of austere temper, a man not to be moved by
entreaties—at least, that is what we read in his face, undisturb
ed by the slightest smile.
The broad wrinkled forehead, the cheeks that appear to be
somewhat sunken in, the grayish full beard and the yellowish
complexion, seem to indicate a man advanced in years, whereas
the fresh lips, the narrow Greek nose and the pretty blue eyes
which seem to glitter with goodheartedness, apparently show
that he is hardly more than forty years old. He has just taken
his seat at the green table, and his face wears a serious, noble
expression.
On the "prisoners' bench" there sits a man, elegantly dress
ed, who is evidently about thirty years of age. His healthy
face though almost iriexpressive, betrays that sort of self-con
sciousness and pride as is usually exhibited by people who
have suddenly grown rich without any effort on their part. He
is a large landholder, a man universally hated for his haughty
demeanor, and the various acts of mischief he has done out of
pure whim and caprice.
On the right there sits the prosecuting witness—a little old
woman of nearly eighty years of age, with a childish, goodhearted expression in her wrinkled face. She is poorly clad,
almost like a beggar woman. A single glance at her will con
vince you that she is one of those poor, wretched creatures
that will arouse sympathy even in a depraved heart. She is
shy and timid, her hands lie crossed in her lap; her eye is fast
ened upon the floor, and now and then a tear runs down the
wrinkled cheek. . . .
At the desk near the window on the left there sits the
clerk, a middle-aged man with a common face. The desk 011
the right, evidently designed for the associate judge, is not oc
cupied. However, the forepart of the room, which is free to
the public, is overcrowded in the true sense of the word.
Curious spectators stand in the doors and in the gallery; even
the yard and in front of the building you will see groups of
men, women and children, all earnestly discussing the case.
It seems that the case on trial has aroused all inhabitants
of the town and neighborhood; whosoever has any sense of
right and justice, ay, whosoever is curious at all, all appear to
be in feverish excitement over the case.
The oldest men in the town are agreed that the court
house has never been besieged by such a crowd of curious peo
ple as it is to-day, that 110 tr ial has ever been the subject of so
much lively, animated, ay, passionate discussion in all taverns
and almost in all families as the present case.
And yet there was nothing of imporatance in the case, on the
contrary, the case was one of common occurence in the
country, and one which would ordinarily pass unnoticed. Out of
sheer malice, as the prosecuting witn ess testified,the prisoner had
shot down a number of her young geese and ducklings, a few
others were torn to pieces by his dogs, so that the old lady was
damaged to the extent of eight or ten florins.
Accordingly, the trial derived its interest,not from the sub
ject matter, but from the personages of the judge, the prisoner
and the complainant.
The new circuit judge who had been in the town only a few

days, and whom Mrs. Grundy had proclaimed a sagacious and
honest judge, was to decide his first case, the prisoner being a
man universally hated, who, as everybody knew, had opposed
the appointment of the new judge with all his might, and who,
as everybody believed, hated the new judge out of sheer malice,
without any reason.
It was, therefore, universally expected that the new judge
would make the most of the opportunity offered by his first
case to show his judicial acumen, his love of truth and the
rights of the oppressed, his impartiality, and all the virtues
that should adorn an upright, honest judge. And in as much as
everybody knew that the guilt of the prisoner would be proved
beyond any doubt—he had admitted it himself—there was
not a single person in the town but that was convinced that
the judge would decide against the prisoner and thus—agree
ably to law and justice—get even with him by rebuking his
pride.
The trial was begun in the usual way, the visitors preserv
ing deep silence. After a few general questions the judge ask.
ed the clerk to read the complaint and then began to examine
the prisoner and the prosecuting witness. The questions
themselves surprised no one, they were so common that any
one of the listners might have put them, and disclosed no par
ticular sagacity 011 th e part of the new judge.
The prisoner's answers were curt, if not offensive. He did
not deny the accusation, on the contrary, he admitted the acts
complained of with the haughty air of a man who does not
care whether he be fined or not.
With tears in her eyes, the witness told her story in a
trembling voice. It was a simple, yet touching story, and both
the judge and the audience were deeply moved by the misfor
tune that had befallen the poor old woman. It is true, she lost
but a few florins.
But he that knows what even the slightest
loss means to a poor;woman of eighty years, will understand
the bitterness that filled her soul as she was now relating to
the judge how she had been made suffer a loss .which would,
perhaps, never be repaired. When she had told her story, she
burst into tears.
The prisoner looked at her coldly—his face remained un
changed. His cynical ways prejudiced the listeners against
him—everybody was convinced that he would surely be found
guilty and fined.
The judge arose at last, and " in the name of His Majesty
the emperor" pronounced judgement finding the prisoner—
not guilty.
The unexpected finding
surprised and astonished the
audience. A few muttered their disapproval; yet everybody
listened attentively to the "argument. "...
"The court has found," the judge said among other
things "that the prisoner has not acted with criminal intent,
but simply defended his property. The geese and the duck
lings had for some time been trespassing upon his fields. The
prisoner vainly attempted to stop that; he gave notice to the
owner of the geese and ducks to keep them off his fields
and
meadows; he instructed his people to drive the geese and ducks
away from his fields and meadows which was done almost
daily during a week—yet the geese and ducks went on damag
ing his fields and meadows. It is true that the damage done
by them is slight. However, no one is obliged to suffer any
damage to his property caused by the negligence or careless
ness of another who is beyond his control. For this reason the
court is unable to declare punishable an act which has made
the negligent party suffer—it was the prosecuting witness
whose geese and ducks were caught damage-feasant—and the
prisoner cannot be declared guilty. ' ...
The argument, it is true, was not marked by any unusual
ingenuity, style or oratory; however, being spoken in a quiet
clear voice, with the proper words duly emphasized, it con-
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viuced at least some of the most thoughful among the listners.
The majority of the audience, however, would not be con
vinced, and expressed their discontent in loud murmurs, espec
ially so after the prisoner had triumphantly left the court room,
and the unhappy woman seeing her expectations blasted,
burst into tears.
The judge stood at his desk, unmoved. His eyes rested on
the poor old woman with compassion; it seemed as though he
understood her grief and pain—as if he were better qualified
than anybody else to estimate the loss she had suffered by his
judgement. . ..
The people crowded out of the court room—the old woman
was the last to leave. She could hardly walk—she staggered
toward the door as if she were drunk. Scarcely had the last
of the audience left the room, as the judge hastened after the
aged matron.
" How much have you lost? " he inquired gently.
" I reckon—about eight—ten florins. "
" Take this !" the judge replied in a low voice, pressing
a ten florin bill into her hand.
The woman will not believe her ear, her eye. She looks
at the bill—then seeks the judge, but the judge has disappeared
in his chamber adjoining the court room. First now does the
old lady comprehend what has happened. She would like to
thank the generous giver; she staggers toward the door behind
which he has disappeared—the door is locked—she must leave
without thanking him. . . .
She left the court room with a brightened face, and thus
she appeared among the people that gathered without, discusing the affair. The marked change of her countenance was
noticed by the very first of her neighbors she met, who had
seen her in the court room after the judgement had been pro
nounced.
''Why, mother, you look as happy as if you had won, " he
addressed her somewhat flippantly.
The old lady simply held up the banknote which she
clasped firmly in her hand.
" What's that ? Where did you get that money ? '*
The woman briefly related her adventure, and in a few min
utes the whole crowd knew of the generous act of the new
judge.
''Hurrah for our new judge !" exclaimed some one in the
crowd.
'•Hurrah!" the crowd shouted. "Hurrah for our new
judge! Vivat! "
In a few minutes the news of the judge's generous act of
humanity spread all over the town. Since that moment the
new judge was the exclusive subject of conversation. Every
body praised him, many extolled his generosity, everyone who
had been present at the trial, was now convinced that he was as
just as he was generous, as honest as he was benevolent—in a
word, everyone was convinced that the town and the county
could not well wish for a better judge than the present incum
bent had shown himself to be on his first trial.
In the afternoon prominent citizens of the town, one after
another, called on the new judge and congratulated him. The
council appointed a special committee for that purpose, with
the mayor at its head—numerous societies: political, financial,
singing, reading, and athletic clubs, voluntary firemen's corps,

etc., followed the example of the common council.
On the following day a committee of the county board,
headed by the president, called with congratulations; it was
followed by deputations from villages and numerous societies
of all sorts.
In the evening a grand procession with flambeaus
and
torches was arranged, in honor of the newjudge; about a hun
dred societies and at least twenty thousand people participat
ed. In front of the court house, which was also the judge's
residence,five bands of musicians played several pieces, and six
or seven singers' societies alternately sang choice choruses.
The town was illuminated; musical bauds passed up and
down the streets almost until midnight, and every now and
then an enthusiastic shout would shake the air:
"Hurrah for our new judge! Vivat! Hail! hail! hail!
The excitement andjoy were universal. The oldest inhab
itants had never seen any like ovation. . . .
It will be easily imagined that ever since the day when on
his first trial, the newjudge had proved himself to be not only
an impartial and honest judge, but also a model humanitarian,
his past was pried into by the curious, and all little details,
which the willing tongues had circulated, whether grave,
important or trifling, whether true, plausible or wholly false,
were discussed with an eagerness peculiar to inhabitants of
small country towns.
This time the celebrated gossips of the town had a delicate
matter to handle.
Trustworthy information obtained in reference to the new
judge offered no ground for suspicions, sneers, disdain and
like acts of Christian charity so common in our small towns. In
fact, there was no positive information obtainable, except that
he was known to be of poor parentage, his father to have been
a day laborer, and his mother, a common servant—they learn
ed further that he had two cousins, sons of his younger sister
who had died years ago, and who were now studying at
Prague, and an unmarried sister who had come with him to
keep his house, for he was an old bachelor.
However, rustic fancy, at once so active and distrustful,
tried to make the most of the meager details. Endeavoring to
make the father's condition conform to that of the son, the
gossips concocted a story of disappointed love—they told of
his mother's passionate love for an unknown nobleman, who
they alleged was so generous that, after his sweetheart's
death, he took care of his natural children, especially his
eldest sou, the present judge, and furnished them with pro
per education. . . .
This little story went around from mouth to mouth, from
one family to another—yet it was received with distrust in
almost every place. Such information as was worthy of
belief, was directly opposed to the story. It was asserted that
there was a striking likeness between the judge and his old
father, and consequently, the conclusion was that he could not
have been the son of any nobleman.
It was further said that the judge was well to do, that he
loved his father whom he had sent to Hot Springs at his own
expense, that he was supporting his two cousins out of his own
funds—in a word, that he was taking care of the family as a
good father would
It is incredible—yet that simple ex
planation received full faith and credit. A story far more in
teresting was declared to be a fabrication, an invention of
abusive, slanderous tongues—and the judge universally recog
nized as a w-ise ju dge, and, at the same time, a man with whom
even the richest and most highly respected patrician might
converse whom he might invite to his house, in a word, a man
with whom one might associate as well as with any member of
the oldest families without any offense to the worthies of the
town. The new judge was, therefore, successful in some
thing in which, we believe, no newcomer has heretofore met
with success in any small country town in Bohemia: in a fewhours and by a single act, he won the confidence, esteem and
respects of both the judicious and the injudicious, even of the
narrow-minded rustics and the various obscure creatures that
make life in small towns so unpleasant.
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buy all your

ILLS.

Bohemian Importing Co.

188-190 W 20TH ST., COR. JOHN

^0^85=== ART GL A S S

328 "West 18th Street,

CHICACO,

INSURANCE AND PASSAGE.
Real Estate Bought, Sold and Managed on Com
mission, Rents Collected, Taxes Paid, Etc.

F. J. NEKARDA,

• BRANDS *

F. KORBEL & BROS.

ROBERT L. PITTE,
NOTARY PUBLIC, REAL ESTATE, LOANS,

CLEVELAND, O.

ANTON T. ZEMAN,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
919 Chamber of Commerce,
CHICAGO, ILLS.
References: Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice U.S.

JOSEPH

HOIS,

Practical Plumber and Gas Fitter
SEWER BUILDER.
609 W. 31st St.

CHICAGO.

Tel. Canal, 87.

435 TEMPLE COURT,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

P. V. R OVNIANEK & CO.
PUBLISHERS AND PROPRIETORS OF

AMERIKANSKO S LOVENSKE NOVINY.
Bankers and Steamship Agents. Importers of
Slavonic Religious and Literary Works.

JOS.

KRAL,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Main Office: 604 Grant St., Pittsburg.
Branch: 35 Ave. A, Cor. 3d St., New York.

Gregory, Booth & Harlan, Lawyers, Chicago.

Hardware, C utlery an d Sporting G oods

"H O T E L P I L S E N "

433 West 18th Street,

Mortgage Bankers, Real Estate and Loans,

CHICAGO.

Insurance and Passage Agents. Mortgages for Sale.
Notaries Public.
Collections of all kinds and
remittances to all parts of the World
promptly attended to at lowest
Current Rates.

180-183 E. Washing*on St.

CHICAGO

2d Door West of 5th Avenue.

Nicely Furnished Rooms and First-Class Table
Board. This hotel is newly refitted with
Modern Improvements, and is
s'tuated in the heart of City.
PROPRIETORS

JACOB 8TAINER

MRS. F. A. DOERING,

THE LEADING MILLINER.
378 Ontario St.

CLEVELAND, O.

Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention.

NOVAK & STEISKAL,

Office, 675 Loomis Street.

CHICAGO.

Near Blue Island Avenue and W. i8th St.

